100% Czech Republic
BOHEMIAN WORKS
Manufacturer of solid oak flooring with an extraordinary look and
exceptional quality. We also produce unique custom made tables,
libraries and kitchens. All products are manufactured to our
customers' specific requirements, with meticulous attention to detail
and quality.

BROKIS
Brokis was founded by a group of visionaries who have dedicated
their lives to the production of fine lifting fixtures. The company´s
experience with producing high quality glass and supporting
designers from all over the world has given birth to a line of
handmade contemporary lamps.

GOLD CRYSTAL
Gold-Crystal s.r.o. produces primarily manual decorated crystal glass
products designated both for interior adornment, everyday use - also
traditional and modern chandeliers. We are able to produce various
shapes and decores acording to customer´s requests. The originality
and the quality put Gold-Crystal s.r.o. on the most prominent crystal
glass manufacturer in Czech Republic.

HELENA DARBUJANOVA
Design is not about the latest materials, perfect stitching and trendy
colours... Design is something that allows an individual (women?) to
bring their dreams to life.

LASVIT
The Czech based Lasvit Group, founded in 2007, designs and manufactures
innovative Bohemian crystal and glass lighting experiences. With 10
international offices Lasvit operates in Asia, Middle East, Europe, USA and
Brazil. The company’s founder, Leon Jakimic, created Lasvit with a single
vision – to re-invent the world renowned craft and quality of Bohemian
crystal and glass design through ground breaking innovation in design and
execution.

LUGI
LUGI is a Czech furniture maker that produces complete custom interior
solutions and a curated collection of furniture and interior accessories. LUGI
co-operates internationally with a range of renowned developers, architects
and designers to create products and interiors that represent a lasting value
through their perfect quality and clean timeless aesthetics.

MEDUSE DESIGN
MEDUSE DESIGN is a trade and manufacturing company of shisha pipes based
in the Czech Republic. The aim is to provide demanding customers with an
unforgettable experience achieved by the unique detail, sensitive design, perfect
quality and exclusivity of handmade products (especially bohemian glass), along
with elements of playfulness and interaction. The production philosophy is based
on the innovative integration of traditional handicrafts with the latest hi-tech
manufacturing technologies and techniques.

MMCITE
We are really pleased that our design is directed towards something
as interesting as urban areas. We can offer all citizens fine quality
and influence their taste without any exclusivity. For mmcité, making
street furniture is nothing less than a cultural mission. We can change
the face of cities by installing just a few small elements.

MMINTERIER
mminterier focuses on the production of upholstered furniture for
public and home interiors. Products of the company were included in
the prestigious annual Hall of Fame published by Red Dot Design
Museum in Essen.
Their extensive production programme includes tens of models,
which are characterized by simplicity, clear elegance, and variability.
During the development of its products mminterier cooperates not
only with many excellent Czech designers, such as Jiri Pelcl, Radim Babak, Rene Sulc, Jan Ctvrtnik or Jerry
Koza, but also with students of Academy of Arts, Architecture and Design in Prague. Using refined shape
solutions, and quality materials creates timeless furniture design.

PLASTIA
The Plastia company was founded in 1993 on principles of the best
traditions of European family entrepreneurship. The main division
focuses on design and production of a wide range for home and
garden. There are an emphasis on original and functional design
variability of product brands and a real respect for everything living.

PRECIOSA LIGHTING
Preciosa Lighting is an international manufacturer and distributor of
custom-made lighting designs and luxurious residential fixtures from
Czech Republic. Production is based on centuries-old traditional
craftsmanship, which we are constantly improving by incorporating
the latest technologies. Our company is based in Europe but spans the
globe through its worldwide distribution offices.

TON
We are a Czech joint stock company building on traditional arts and
crafts with the application of new trends in the furniture-making
industry at the same time, with a lot of trends being initiated by us.
Our products won a lot of awards, for instance the Red Dot and the
Interior Innovation Award and they are exported to more than 60
countries worldwide.

